
Senior School Devices
Year 10 to Year 12

MacBook BYOD Program
In Years 10 to 12, as the girls prepare for tertiary study and other adventures upon graduation, we have 
unashamedly copied an Ivy League University campus approach to the use of technology. Our new state-
of-the-art Jennifer Reeves Senior School Centre perfectly reflects this approach. Wireless access is available 
throughout all areas from the ground level, with canteen, common areas, Year 12 space, student-run radio 
station and performance stage, to the open learning areas, recording studio and private study nooks of 
level 1, through to the wonderful spaces in the Library Resource Centre on level 2, the building is a digital 
hub that has become the learning heart of Senior School.

In keeping with this approach, we make no stipulation as to the technology senior girls bring to school. We 
provide access to the internet, our email system, iTunes U and Blackboard; and girls must be able to read 
‘Office type’ documents from their device. Beyond that, girls are free to bring a device that suits their 
learning and personal style. Our experience is that some girls continue to bring and use their iPad, but 
many chose to bring a laptop computer in Years 10-12. The vast majority of the girls choose to bring a 
MacBook.

We make no stipulation about where parents might purchase their daughter’s iPad, MacBook or other 
computing devices. However, we have found that the Apple Store at Robina has provided excellent service 
to the St Hilda’s community, and have no hesitation recommending them, but parents are free to use any 
supplier that suits their particular needs. 

Requirements - Years 11 and 12
We do not stipulate what type of laptop students bring, however the majority of students in Year 11 and 
12 choose to bring a MacBook.

If your daughter is in Year 11 or 12 and has chosen Math Methods and Specialist Math she will require an 
TI-Nspire™ Non CAS by Texas Instruments graphing calculator.

Discounted Apple Products
Apple also supplies a St Hilda’s Family discount via either the online link below, they can deliver to the 
school or home address for boarding parents. If you are in the Apple Store, mention you are a St Hilda’s 
parent to get the discount.  
https://www.apple.com/au_eduind-k12-discounted_802688/shop?

Contact
If you have any questions about the MacBook BYOD program, please don’t hesitate to contact Mr Geoff 
Powell at gpowell@sthildas.qld.edu.au
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